ENGLISH RECITATION COMPETITION

English Recitation Competition was held for classes IV and V on 16 May 2018. The children enthusiastically recited the poems on the themes like- Never Give Up, Hope, Mother, Time Management etc. They recited the poems with correct pronunciation, fluency, voice modulation etc. The prize winners of the competition are-

FIRST PRIZE

1. SHUBHAM SARKAR (IV E)- KIRTI HOUSE

SECOND PRIZE

1. ARPITA KAUSHIK (V-D) – PREETI HOUSE
2. SHASHA NAMBIAN (IV-D) – PREETI HOUSE

THIRD PRIZE

1. VISHISTHA (V-D) – JYOTI HOUSE
2. VRINDA GUPTA (V-D) – KIRTI HOUSE

ENCOURAGEMENT PRIZE

1. NIKITA (V-F) – KIRTI HOUSE
2. ISHIKA JAIN (V-D) – KIRTI HOUSE